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Fourth Sunday of Lent  
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PASTOR’S PEN 

The response of the Pharisees to the miracle of 

healing in today's Gospel is a classic example of 

the old adage, "There is none so blind as he who 

will not see." They refused to see anything that 

contradicted their own little concept of the truth. 

These men were not atheists; every one of them 

believed in God. Neither were they morally 

degenerate. In many ways, they were people 

much like ourselves; yet, they were spiritually 

blind. What exactly does that mean? 

 

They were indifferent to human suffering. They 

obviously had little or no compassion for the man 

who was born blind. Had they been genuinely 

concerned, they would have rejoiced in his healing, 

regardless of how it came about. But such was not 

their response. I get the impression that they 

would have preferred the man remain blind than 

have his receiving of sight contradict their 

theological theories. What that says to us is that 

we can be religiously devout and spiritually blind 

at the same time. 

 

Jesus would not be intimidated by the orthodoxy 

of the Pharisees. In His system of values, keeping 

the law was not nearly as important as helping the 

people for whom the law was given. If we can 

learn that lesson and live by it, we will have 

opened our eyes to a major truth about God and 

life. The Pharisees never saw that. With them, 

people were expendable; the protection and 

propagation of the system were all important. 

They lived in a world of spiritual darkness and did 

not even know it. 

 

A second element of their blindness was their 

inability to see themselves. Notice their contempt 

for the man born blind. They said to him, "You 

were steeped in sin from your birth. Who are you 

to be teaching us?" They were, of course, right 

about the man. He was a sinner. The interesting 

thing is how they failed to see the same truth 

applied to them. They were very moralistic people, 

and they had a sharp eye for sin, but there was 

something artificial about it. Whenever they spoke 

of sinners, it was always "you sinners" or "those 

sinners," never "we sinners." Exactly how they 

exempted themselves from the fellowship of the 

fallen is not quite clear. But one thing is clear; we 

must guard against the same mistake. The Church 

is not an exclusive society for saints; it is a hospital 

for sinners. We are here, not because we are 

good, but because we are guilty. We don't need 

to wallow in our guilt. There is nothing healthy 

about that. We do need to stay real about it. We 

are not critics standing off and looking on a sinful 

world; we're part and parcel of the whole problem. 

This was something the Pharisees failed to 

comprehend. They never faced the facts about 

themselves. 

 

Finally, their spiritual blindness was reflected in 

their attitude towards Christ. They were determined 

not to believe in Him, and nothing He could say or 

do would change that. They had their own ideas 

about God. They had their own concept of the 

Messiah. It was only a theory, something on paper, 

but they were sticking by it, and no Galilean 

carpenter was going to change their minds. All of 

this business about love and compassion and 

forgiveness meant nothing to them. They were too 

busy dotting the doctrinal "i's" and crossing the 

theological "t's." They had deliberately closed their 

own eyes, and not even God can cure that kind of 

blindness. 

 

Could that happen to us? Indeed it could. We 

could become so set in our misconceptions about 

God, that we could be standing in His very 

presence, and never recognize Him. The first thing 

we need to know about Him is that we will never 

know everything there is to know about Him. He  

is revealed to us in Christ, but we have only 

started to explore the full meaning of that 

revelation. Jesus has made one thing crystal clear. 

The central truth about God is love, and we can 

use that as a guideline. The more we know of love, 

the more we know of God. The reverse is also 

true. However brilliant our theology and strict our 

morals, we are strangers to God unless we are in 

the business of loving and helping people.  
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This point in Lent marks the beginning of those 

rapidly moving events that ultimately culminate in 

the death of Jesus. The Scriptures confront us with 

the paradox of the cross. Jesus is speaking of His 

cross and in so doing presents us with some 

amazing paradoxes. He talks about life through 

death and about gaining by losing. He depicts the 

road to glory as the path of humiliation. Few 

events in history are so packed with paradox as is 

the crucifixion of Christ. 

 

The cross is an ancient historical spectacle, and 

yet, it is an intimate, personal matter that involves 

each of us. Many spectacular moments loom large 

in history. Still we can consider and discuss those 

events in a remote and detached fashion. Not so 

Calvary. It too is a spectacular event. The 

characters of the drama are momentous. Rome 

was there with her imperial power. One of the 

world's great religions was there in an hour of 

critical decision. The total tragedy, as it worked 

itself out, was intensely dramatic. But this historical 

spectacle, now nearly two thousand years old and 

in a far distant land, personally includes us. 

 

Every influence that sent Jesus to the cross 

involves our familiar, day-by-day iniquities. Not 

one unusual sin was involved. Say, as we will, that 

the tragic result was the towering crime of history. 

However, the things that brought it about were 

those same things of which we are guilty every 

day. When Jesus spoke of His betrayal, the 

disciples, one by one, searched themselves with 

the question, "Is it I?" In imagination, one walks the 

streets of Jerusalem during those last days and at 

every step must ask himself or herself, "Is it I?" 

 

The cross reveals the worst that is in man. Nothing 

more horrible can be said of man than that he is 

capable of doing that. And yet the cross, more 

than any other influence in history, has elevated 

man's self-image and given him a sense of 

personal worth and dignity. This must have been 

what Jesus meant when He said, "If I am lifted up 

from the earth, I will draw all men unto me." Look 

at the cross in all its stark horror, and remember 

that this is what people did to the loveliest soul 

that ever visited the earth. No more damning 

commentary can be found on human nature than 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CROSS  

the crime of Calvary. But there is the paradox, the 

same cross that reveals people at their worst, 

across the centuries, enabled people to believe in 

and reach for their best. 

 

The cross was a crushing defeat of righteousness, 

and yet it was the greatest victory that 

righteousness ever won. Jesus said, "Except a 

grain of wheat fall into the ground and die, it 

abides alone, but if it dies it brings forth much 

fruit." Here in this church and throughout 

Christendom, a mystery is present: nearly two 

thousand years after the event, we meet week 

after week to celebrate the colossal failure. On 

Palm Sunday Jesus rode into Jerusalem amid the 

hosannas of the crowd, but by Friday, they were 

crying, "Crucify Him." He had failed. In the sacred 

city of His faith, He appealed for a reform of 

religion. But they rejected Him. He had failed. He 

trusted His disciples to be the nucleus of the 

coming Kingdom of God, but one betrayed Him, 

another denied Him,  the  rest  fled.  He had  failed. 

He opposed violent revolt but was accused of 

trying to make Himself a king against Caesar, and 

Rome crucified Him. It was a complete failure. That 

Friday night Pilate and the leaders of the Jewish 

nation and all the people, and the disciples too, 

thought that Jesus was finished forever. 

 

When Christ dies for someone there must be 

something in him that is worth dying for. Let that 

idea once get hold of a person, and something 

happens to them. Their whole life is affected. They 

begin to see themselves in a different light. Maybe, 

just maybe, he really is worth something after all. 

And with that possibility in view, they begin to live 

with a growing degree of dignity and self-respect. 

The cross, where humanity is at its worst, has 

enabled humanity to believe in its best.  
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Date Time  Mass Intentions  Requested by 

Saturday 
Mar. 25 

5:30 PM + 
+ 
+ 

Vicente German Gallinal 
Marie Ferraro 
Lorenzo Vieito 

Gallinal Family 
Margie Suarez 
Vieito Family 

     
Sunday 
Mar. 26 

8:00 AM + 
+ 
 

Dolores Hernandez 
George Prendes 

Ortiz Family 
Joseph Pewitt 

 9:30 AM + 
+ 
+ 

Josefina Lopez-Oña 
Thomas Novitsky 
Pedro Pablo Silva 
 

Family 
Cristina Miranda 
Garcia/Silva Family 

 11:00 AM  PEOPLE OF EPIPHANY  
 12:30 PM + 

+ 
George Azar 
Adelaida Miranda 

Family 
Miranda Family 

 6:00 PM + 
+ 

Nelida Perez 
Raul Correa 

Marianela Perez 
Viso/Falcon Family 

     
Monday 
Mar. 27 

6:30 AM + 
+ 
 

Walter & Dorothy Kelly 
Julia Almeida Hernandez 
Elizabeth Michelle Parrish 
 

 
Pistorino Family 
Pistorino Family 

 8:00 AM + 
+ 

Edward Northland 
Carlos Torres de Navarra 

Miriam Northland 
Family 

     
Tuesday 
Mar. 28 

6:30 AM + 
+ 

Delfin Molins 
Steve Diskin 

Tere Molins 
Elizabeth G. Diskin 

 8:00 AM + 
+ 

Jose Ramon Diaz 
Alberto Fernandez-Vila 

Marianela Perez 
Family 

     
Wednesday 
Mar. 29 

6:30 AM + 
+ 

Holy Souls in Purgatory 
Catherine Kennedy Kilonski 

Marianela Perez 
Steve Smith Family 

 8:00 AM + 
+ 

Albert F. Kappler 
Mary Pannell 

Daughter 
Bouchard Family 

     
Thursday 
Mar. 30 

6:30 AM + 
+ 

George Prendes 
Sebastian Tamindzija 

Wife & Children 
Luis & Susana Yllanes 

 8:00 AM + 
+ 

Alvaro Luis Castillo 
Ruben Diaz Solla & Jose Pinero 

Parents 
Pinero Family 

     
Friday 
Mar. 31 

6:30 AM + 
+ 

Frank Lopez 
Juan Gomez 

Jimenez Family 
Manuel Lasaga Family 

 8:00 AM  
+ 

In Thanksgiving 
Alice Rawlins 

De Leo Family 
Family 

     
Saturday 
Apr. 01 

8:00 AM + 
+ 
 

Hugo E. Rams 
Mary Pannell 
Special Intentions 

Family 
Bouchard Family 
Pistorino Family 
 

     
Saturday  
Apr. 01 
(Sunday Vigil) 

5:30 PM + Samuel Tolon 
Diego Suarez 

Tolon/Gallinal Family 
Family 

     
     
Sunday 
Apr. 02 

8:00 AM + 
+ 

Ken Williams 
Danny Woodside 

Family 
Teresa Woodside 

 9:30 AM + 
+ 

Sante De Leo 
Bustamante Family Members 

Family 
Family 

 11:00 AM  PEOPLE OF EPIPHANY  
 12:30 PM  

+ 
Lourdes Corao 
Augusto Hernandez, Jr. 

Andreina Zambrano 
Ana Maria Gonzalez 

 6:00 PM + 
+ 

Frank Mackle, IV 
Esther Fernandez 

Lisa Mackle 
Fernandez Family 

MASS INTENTIONS 
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Extraordinary Ministers 
April 1/2 Lectors Altar Servers Of Holy Communion 
        

  

D Galceran  C  Camille Thiry    

 

A Gomez 1   Camille Thiry    

 

C Hassan  2  Martin Thiry 
Sat 5:30 PM Cristina Figueredo Zizold E Myrtetus  3  Sergio Delgado 
Fr. Govin Carolina Tamayo-Ragolta M Ortiz 4  Alfredo Arguelles  

 

B Palacio  5  Lynn Arguelles       

 

C Paar  6  Isa Diaz 

 

M Roberts  7  Max Diaz 
        
    

  

C  Andres Aguirre 

  

1   Mariana O’Naghten 
Sun 8:00 AM Lourdes Boue T Valcarcel  2  Andres Aguirre 
Fr. Ekiert John R. Steinbauer A Buonocore  3  Chuck Broyard 

  

4  Juan O’Naghten 

  

5  Juan Farach 
        
    

  

C  Aileen Nuñez  

  

1   Aileen Nuñez  

 

B Teasdale  2  Tony Nuñez   
Sun 9:30 AM Mike Herold A Alfano  3  Doug Garcia 
Fr. Govin Astrid Isom R Bumanglag 4  Nydia Gonzalez 

 

C Fernandez  5  Rick Gonzalez 

  

6  Monica Perez    

  

7  Alfie Perez 
        
    

  

C  Eduardo Del Valle 

 

B Muñoz  1   Tere Larrieu  

 

E Paredes  2  Eduardo Del Valle 

 

C Prieto  3  Manolo Larrieu 
Sun 11:00 AM Guillermo Castillo D Ramos  4  Dolly Medina  
Msgr. O'Doherty Jorge L. González M Recuset  5  Mark Medina 

 

R Rodriguez  6  John Porro    

 

A Rodriguez  7  Tania Porro 

 

C Ros  8  John W.M. Cooper  
        
    

  

C  Tere Molins 

  

1   Tere Molins 

  

2  Marta Rosales    
Sun 12:30 PM Gisela Cacciamani N Beltran 3  Adolfo Rosales 
Fr. Govin Susana Agurto A Castillo  4  Pamela Ugarte 

  

5  Enrique Ugarte 

  

6  Carmen Ruiz-Castaneda 

  

7  Claudia Viso 
        
    

 

C Candela C  Javier Ruiz 

 

I Cardenal  1   Caro Packert  
Sun 6:00 PM Emily Loos F Castro  2  Thomas Packert 
Fr. Ekiert Bob Dickinson S Cicarelli  3  Javier Ruiz 

 

A Clavijo  4  Camilo Lopez 

 

K Falcon  5  Gladys Patiño  

 

P Garcia-Saladrigas  6  Julie Parlade  

 

J Packert  7  Jaime Parlade 

MASS SCHEDULES 
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CHAPLET OF THE DIVINE MERCY 
 

Everyone is invited to come and pray the 
Chaplet of the Divine Mercy every Saturday 

after the 8:00 a.m. Mass, followed by Adoration 
of the Blessed Sacrament until 9:00 a.m. Join us! 

The date for the April game has changed!  
Our next game will be:  
Saturday, April 8.  

We get together for a couple of hours of 
informal softball at the Epiphany baseball field. 
We call it “Knights of Columbus and Friends 
Softball” and it is open to all Epiphany Parishioners. 
Ages are from 15 to 95 and no experience is 
needed. Please join us for some fun time, 
exercise, and Christian companionship. 

 For more information, please contact Carl 
Lowell at 305-546-4347 (cell), 305-666-9843 
(home), or by email at carlvlowell@aol.com. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

SOULS IN PURGATORY 
 
Annie, a five-year-old, was saying her bedtime 
prayer with her mother at her side… “I want to 
thank God for Mommy and Daddy, Fluffy, our 
dog, the birds, the flowers and the trees. I also 
want to thank you God for all my toys. Dear God, 
please take care of Grandpa and Grandma who 
now live with you. Good night God, and I’ll see 
you in the morning.” She jumped into bed, pulled 
up the blanket and in minutes was fast asleep. 
 
Annie’s beautiful prayer teaches all of us to 
always pray for the living and never forget those 
who have passed on. Hopefully, all our departed 
loved ones are in Heaven, but some may be in 
Purgatory waiting to enter Heaven. Our Catholic 
faith teaches us that the souls in Purgatory 
cannot help themselves obtain heaven. Their 
time in Purgatory depends on the state of their 
soul or their judgment day. 
 
But you can help them. You can pray for them, 
offer sacrifice and perform acts of charity for 
them. Above all, you can have masses said for 
their intention. All these acts will help shorten  
the time their souls remain in Purgatory. What 
greater gift could you give your loved ones and 
all the souls in Purgatory? 
 
This being the season of Lent, why not make a 
special effort to pray for the souls in Purgatory, 
especially, for your loved ones so that they can 
reach Heaven and be with God? There’s an old 
prayer you can recite every day… 
 

“O, Lord, hear my prayer for all the 
souls in Purgatory, and especially for 
the souls of my loved ones (Mention 
names), and also, hear my prayer for 
the souls in Purgatory who have no 
one to pray for them, and are 
completely forgotten.” 

[Then say three Hail Mary’s] 
 

Please pray for the souls in Purgatory, and they 
will remember and pray for you when they reach 
the thrones of God’s Heaven.  

 

Guidelines for Abstaining & Fasting 
 
Abstinence from meat is observed on all the 
Fridays of Lent and on Good Friday, by Catholics 
14 years and older. 
 
Fasting is observed on Good Friday by all 
Catholics who are 18 years of age but not yet 59. 
Those bound by this rule may take only one full 
meal a day. Two smaller meals are permitted as 
necessary to maintain strength according to 
one's needs, but eating solid foods between 
meals is not permitted. 

REMEMBER! 
 

The Sunday Preschool and the Holy Family 
Center operate every Sunday  

during the 9:30 and 11:00 a.m. Masses. 
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Parish Pilgrim Virgin Ministry 

PRAY FOR THOSE WHO ARE ILL:  
Rosa Maria Alvarez; Graciela Barrancos;  

Pat Clarke; Jeanette Conner; Rafael Diaz-Gamba; 
Ana Alicia Fernandez; Stephen Hohauser; 

Fernando Hubert; Patsy Kamercia;  
Daniel Manichello; Meg Mouzavires; Ana Pinedo; 

Sandra Albornoz Scharzkopf; Esther Suarez; 
Paulina Tawil; Margie Vail; Virginia Walden; 

Teodula Wong; Allice Wood. 
 

PRAY FOR THOSE WHO HAVE DIED: 
Pepin Casal; Eduardo Cutillas, Sr.;  

Raymond Domit; Andrzej Findeisen;  
Teresa Kilmer; Robert Keith McDaniel;  

Rosalina Sackstein; Jorge Salazar;  
Sebastian Tamindzija; Jose Luis Zarraluqui. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

During the week of March 26 
the Parish Pilgrim Virgin will be in the home of: 

  
Roberto & Kathy De Leo 305.662.4123 
Marcelo & Carolyn Guerra 305.632.2597 

 

To schedule your visit, please call 
Luis & Patricia Siman at 305.238.4555 

1. We have Mass every day at 6:30 and 8:00 
a.m. There is no better way of turning 
towards God than attending daily Mass. 

2. The Blessed Sacrament will be exposed 
every day here in the church, Monday 
through Friday, from 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. and 
again from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. 

3. The Blessed Sacrament will be exposed in 
the Adoration Chapel every Thursday from 
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

4. The Sacrament of Reconciliation is available 
every Saturday from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. 

5. Making the Stations of the Cross is a 
spectacular way of meditating on this part of 
Christ's life in preparation for Easter. Join us 
every Friday after the 8:00 am Mass.  

The next session of our Baptism  
Preparation Program will be held  

on Saturday, April 8.  
 

The program runs from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.  
at the Epiphany Parish Center.  
Attendance by the parents  

is a pre-requisite to the child’s baptism. 

A DEEPER KIND OF OPTIMISM  
 
Hope means to keep living amid desperation and to 
keep humming in the darkness. Hoping is knowing 
that there is love, it is trust in tomorrow; it is falling 
asleep and waking again when the sun rises. 
 
In the midst of a gale at sea, it is to discover land. In 
the yes of another it is to see that he understands 
you. As long as there is still hope there will also be 
prayer. And God will be holding you in His hands. 

Contemplative Cenacle 
of the Divine Mercy 

 
Monday, April 3,  

at 7:30 p.m. in the church 
 
We meet as a community in adoration and 
recollection to contemplate and venerate the 
image of the Divine Mercy. With songs of praise, 
prayers, the reading of the Gospel of the day, 
reciting the Chaplet and meditating on the Diary 
of the Divine Mercy in our souls under the 
spirituality of St. Maria Faustina Kowalska, we 
allow ourselves to deepen our faith drawing 
closer with trust to the Fount of Mercy of Our 
Lord Jesus Christ. Join us! 
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On Ash Wednesday, the beginning of Lent, we 
listened to the words of the prophet Joel calling 
everyone to repent, from the temple priests to 
couples on their honeymoon to grandparents, 
parents and even “infants at the breast.” 
 
Why such a universal call to repentance? True, we 
all are sinners. But nobody would argue that an 
infant commits sin. Why should innocents have to 
repent for the sins of others? 
 
In the time of Joel, the Jewish people believed that 
whatever bad befell them - individually or 
collectively - was God’s punishment for sin. When 
the Book of Joel was written, a plague of locusts 
had come upon the land. Since it played havoc 
with the lives of all the people, Joel calls the entire 
community to repentance. 
 
Our belief today is that sin is never merely 
personal. Sin and evil affect the entire community, 
just as the locusts affected all the people of Israel. 
 
Need we look any further than the economic 
crisis? That sin we call greed has caused suffering 
for every American household. Though only a 
relative few may have sinned, all of us have felt its 
effects. 
 
Unlike the Israelites, however, we do not look at 
the crisis as God’s punishment for sin, but rather 
as the logical result of sin. That is why the Church 
teaches that there is no such thing as personal, 
private sin. My personal sin - every individual sin - 
affects the community as a whole. Evil is 
infectious. 
 
To understand this better, use the example of 
obesity. Being overweight affects not just one 
bodily organ. It affects the whole body, from the 
heart to the arteries to the joints to the bones. If 
we stop eating and start exercising, however, we 
can overcome obesity. Once the disease is gone, 
the whole body gets better and physical well-
being follows. 

 

Like obesity, sin is an evil that affects the whole 
body of the Church. That is why, during Lent, all of 
us are called to do penance. Lent is a time for all of 
us to recognize our sins and plead for God’s 
forgiveness, both as individuals and as a 
community. 
 
As we enter the fourth week of Lent, I hope all of 
us have been following a program for eliminating 
sin from our lives. (If you haven’t you should 
definitely start now). That means both giving up 
our sinful ways and doing some spiritual exercising. 
 
Perhaps we could give up our attachment to 
material things: to eat out less, to drive a more 
economical car, to spend less time at the mall, to 
live without a cell phone or a video game. Perhaps  
this “giving up” can be replaced by spending more 
time at home with our families: eating together, 
playing games together, even praying together. 
 
But going on a diet is not enough. We also need to 
take up some spiritual exercise: going to Mass 
more often, praying daily, reading books on the 
spiritual life and engaging in acts of charity, such 
as visiting the sick or feeding the poor. 
 
There is no magic formula for everyone. You know 
what your individual weakness or sin is, so your 
Lenten plan should suit your situation. 
 
We all should go to confession, however, because 
it helps us to recognize and admit our sinfulness 
and its ill effect on our community: and our 
families, our co-workers and society as a whole. 
 
Just like dieting, giving up sin takes quite a bit of 
discipline. As human beings, we won’t ever be rid 
of it completely. But we certainly can keep trying 
to do better. 
 
Then, perhaps, we may joyfully repeat on Easter 
Sunday of the words prophet Joel: “The Lord was 
stirred to concern for his land and took pity on this 
people.” 
 


